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Conflict of Interest

Confidence in Accepting Cases

Thorough Searches

Omega Legal’s Conflict of Interest exposes poten-

You never know where a name may have been

tial conflicts within a split-second. The right infor-

referenced in your database. In addition to sys-

mation is available when you need it - right now -

tem-wide contacts (clients, related parties, mar-

to make an informed decision on whether a conflict

keting associations, vendors) and client/matter

exists.

information, you can choose to search data found
in addresses, billed or unbilled fee and cost entries,
file folders, docket events, case notes, and even
names stored in previous searches. Be confident
that if the data exists, it will be found.

Multiple Search Options
It’s a fact of life that data isn’t always entered consistently or correctly. Don’t worry; your searches
won’t have to suffer because of that. Boolean,
phonetic, and proximity search options, along with
wildcards, help overcome limitations when you’re
not sure how text is entered or spelled.
What constitutes a good search? Let your comfort
level be your guide and choose a search option

Full-Text Search Engine
All of the words found in your Omega Legal InterSystems Caché® database are indexed so that Conflict of Interest searches the indexes, rather than
crunching through the entire database, to find its
hits. There’s no time to grab a cup of coffee while

that produces the most hits, the most relevant
hits, or something in between.

Features
Real-time indexing
Lightning-fast search results

you wait for results anymore. Indexing provides

Search in select or all areas of the system

lightning-fast search results. Real-time indexing is

Search for unlimited terms in a single query

employed so that searches are performed against

Drill-down on results

up-to-the-minute data.

Flexible reporting

continued...

Search Multiple Terms at Once

Faster Routing for Evaluation

You can quickly search for a name while you’re on

Conflict reports can always be printed and distrib-

the phone with a prospective client. You can just

uted the old-fashioned way. However, with one

as easily search for multiple names at the same

click, a report can be electronically attached to an

time in a single query. Dreading the time it will take

e-mail for you to send to the appropriate people for

to input and search hundreds, even thousands, of

evaluation.

names involved in a large class action case? Omega
Legal enables you to load and process large-volume

Proof of Search = Peace of Mind

searches in no time at all.

Satisfy your liability insurance carrier as well as
yourself. All search parameters (who, what, where,

Interactive Searches

how, when) and results can be stored indefinitely

Search results are displayed online with drill-down

without affecting system performance. Review and

capability to the source of an individual hit to re-

print previous searches (even if there were no hits)

search additional information. You can easily modify

in their original state or re-run them against more

your search criteria and rerun it to return more

current information.

relevant hits. For reporting purposes, you can even
hide clearly irrelevant hits.

Flexible, Customizable Reporting
In addition to reviewing results online, seven standard reports are available that include the most
common information needed to make a determina-

“The icon to execute a search in Omega’s
conflicts checking module is a lightening bolt.
That’s not just hype; Omega’s searches are
lightening fast. As Moye White’s in-house
ethics counsel, I need and appreciate that
kind of speed. Omega delivers.”
C. Luce, Jr., partner, Moye White LLP

tion on whether a conflict of interest exists. Since
no two firms will necessarily agree on exactly what
a report should contain, there is a flexible report
writer so you can customize any report to meet
your firm’s specific needs.

Omega
Omega is a privately held Scottsdale-based
company that provides mid-to-large size law firms
an integrated financial and practice management
software suite that sets the standard for return on
investment, system performance and service. Since
1975, Omega has been solving critical business
issues for law firms, improving their profitability,
productivity and efficiency.
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